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Lesion segmentation from multimodal MRI using random forest following ischemic stroke
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Abstract

Understanding structure-function relationships in the brain after stroke is reliant not only on the accurate anatomical delineation of the focal ischemic lesion, but also on previous infarcts, remote changes and the presence of white matter hyperintensities. The robust definition of primary stroke boundaries and secondary brain lesions will have significant impact on investigation of brain-behavior relationships and lesion volume correlations with clinical measures after stroke. Here we present an automated approach to identify chronic ischemic infarcts in addition to other white matter pathologies, that may be
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used to aid the development of post-stroke management strategies. Our approach uses Bayesian-Markov Random Field (MRF) classification to segment probable lesion volumes present on fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) MRI. Thereafter, a random forest classification of the information from multimodal (T1-weighted, T2-weighted, FLAIR, and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC)) MRI images and other context-aware features (within the probable lesion areas) was used to extract areas with high likelihood of being classified as lesions. The final segmentation of the lesion was obtained by thresholding the random forest probabilistic maps. The accuracy of the automated lesion delineation method was assessed in a total of 36 patients (24 male, 12 female, mean age: 64.57±14.23 yrs) at 3 months after stroke onset and compared with manually segmented lesion volumes by an expert. Accuracy assessment of the automated lesion identification method was performed using the commonly used evaluation metrics. The mean sensitivity of segmentation was measured to be 0.53±0.13 with a mean positive predictive value of 0.75±0.18. The mean lesion volume difference was observed to be 32.32±21.64% with a high Pearson’s correlation of $r = 0.76 \,(p < 0.0001)$. The lesion overlap accuracy was measured in terms of Dice similarity coefficient with a mean of 0.60±0.12, while the contour accuracy was observed with a mean surface distance of 3.06mm±3.17mm. The results signify that our method was successful in identifying most of the lesion areas in FLAIR with a low false positive rate.

*Keywords:* Chronic stroke, ischemic infarct, white matter lesions, secondary lesions, FLAIR MRI, lesion likelihood, Markov random field, random forest
1. Introduction

The ischemic stroke lesion changes over time and secondary and remote changes may occur in response to this injury. These dynamic changes are reflected in MRI tissue contrasts, especially between acute (less than 7 days) and chronic ($\geq$ 3 months) stages (Carey et al., 2013b). It is therefore unlikely that a single MR parameter can fully characterize the complexity of the tissue changes post-stroke (Baird and Warach, 1998; Welch et al., 1995; Knight et al., 1994; Vannier et al., 1985). In clinical practice, diffusion weighted images (DWI), T1-weighted (T1W), T2-weighted (T2W) and fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) images are often acquired to monitor the progression of stroke. In the acute stage, hyperintense signal observed on DWI provides important information about the anatomical location and extent of the infarcted territory (Rivers et al., 2007; Carey et al., 2013b). In the more chronic phase, T2W and FLAIR images are normally used to delineate the final lesion volume (Xavier et al., 2003). Chronic ischemic lesions appear as hyperintense regions in FLAIR with some heterogeneity within the lesion volume due to ongoing gliosis and demyelination (Cramer et al., 2006; Clark et al., 1993). In some patients, infarct delineation may be complicated by the presence of remote, asymptomatic lesions in addition to the primary lesion of interest. In fact silent brain infarcts and white matter (WM) lesions are common in healthy elderly people (Vermeer et al., 2003; Norrving, 2008) with an estimated 7%-28% of the patients with known stroke history and aged over 65 years having evidence of silent lesions (Vernooij et al., 2007; Bernick et al., 2001). Further, white matter changes may be observed in late stages post-stroke (Lindenberg and Seitz, 2012). Therefore, patients with clinically
first-ever stroke may also have multiple lesions either in one or both hemispheres. Estimation of the ischemic lesion, secondary lesions, and remote changes are likely important to appreciate the full impact of the brain injury on functional outcome and recovery after the primary stroke (Carey et al., 2013b).

White matter lesions or hyperintensities (WMH) are observed as hyperintense regions in FLAIR when compared to the surrounding WM tissue. WM lesions are associated with a number of neurological disorders, including ageing (Debette and Markus, 2010; Cavalieri et al., 2010; Yamauchi et al., 2002; Park et al., 2010; Launer, 2004; O’Sullivan, 2008; Silbert et al., 2008; Teodorczuk et al., 2010). Despite the probable differences in the underlying tissue pathologies of ischemic strokes and WM lesions, the tissue textures appear similar in T1W, T2W and FLAIR images; i.e. they are hyperintense in T2W and FLAIR and hypointense in T1W images. Adding to the complexity of delineation is the location of the infarct, for instance when the ischemic lesion occurs within deep WM territories that are anatomically coincident with the presence of WM hyperintensities. Differentiating between the two types of lesions is extremely difficult using FLAIR, and even more so in the absence of acute/sub-acute DWI images (Campbell et al., 2012). A number of examples highlighting the complex tissue contrast associated with chronic stroke are given in Figure B.1. In these cases, the primary stroke lesion exhibits both hyperintense (inflammation) and hypointense (tissue atrophy) along with the presence of other WM pathologies on FLAIR images.

Robust automated techniques that can segment the chronic ischemic lesions, WM and other secondary lesions from normal brain tissues offer a
streamlined approach to investigate important structural-functional relationships following stroke (Carey et al., 2013a). A variety of automated and semi-automated methods have been proposed for ischemic lesion detection at the acute and sub-acute stages of stroke. Segmentation of intensity histograms followed by region growing and decision trees (Heinonen et al., 1998) was proposed by Dastidar et al. (2000) with extensive manual intervention. Clustering based methods like ISODATA (Iterative Self-organizing Data), mean-shift procedure, and fuzzy C-means have been proposed by Jacobs et al. (2001b,a); Hevia-Montiel et al. (2007); Shen et al. (2010); Seghier et al. (2008); Wilke et al. (2011) who either considered edge-confidence maps or prior tissue probabilities to drive the automated segmentation. Markov random field (MRF)-based automated segmentation from multimodal MRI volumes was suggested by Kabir et al. (2007). Similarly several automated methods have been proposed to segment WM lesions (Jack et al., 2001; Mohamed et al., 2001; Wei et al., 2002). Pattern classification methods involving either K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Ada Boost have been proposed by Anbeek et al. (2004b,a) and Lao et al. (2008). Kruggel et al. (2008) proposed a texture based segmentation of WM lesions using multi-sort co-occurrence matrices (Kovalev et al., 2001) and principal component analysis. Both the methods of (Anbeek et al., 2004b,a) and (Kruggel et al., 2008) provided probabilistic segmentation of the lesions. Yang et al. (2010) proposed an automated segmentation method using the method proposed by van Leemput et al. (2001) combined with random field theory. A multi-level Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm was proposed by Wang et al. (2012) and a fuzzy inference-based system aided with
prior tissue probabilities was proposed by Admiraal-Behloul et al. (2005) to segment WM lesion loads. Recently, Ong et al. (2012) proposed an outlier detection approach based on adaptive trimmed means algorithm and box-whisker plot on intensity histograms.

In general, the methods show good accuracy in terms of volume correlation and visual agreement. However, most focus on delineation of either the primary stroke lesion or the WM lesions, despite evidence and clinical significance of secondary abnormalities. A common reported difficulty associated with lesion segmentation was the challenge to reduce false positives from the FLAIR and T1W MRI due to heterogeneity in tissue contrasts. For ischemic lesion detection, most of the available methods utilize DWI images to help define the anatomical location of the initial infarcted territory acutely post-stroke. These hyperintense regions easily target and isolate the ischemic stroke from other brain pathologies, they are however not always available, especially in the late stages of recovery.

In this paper we investigate the challenges of intensity heterogeneities within the lesion areas, and aim to develop a method to segment stroke with minimized detection of WMH due to normal-ageing relying more on statistical concepts of randomness and information theory that allow the amount of heuristic decisions to be minimized without requiring acute DWI MRI. As outlined in Figure B.2, we have employed the methods of Expectation Maximization (EM) likelihood estimation, Bayesian-Markov random field (MRF) segmentation and random forest classification to segment the lesion from the multimodal MRI (FLAIR, T1W, T2W) and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps obtained from the DWI of the chronic stage. Since the primary
lesions are best identified in FLAIR with hyperintense regions, we apply the initial Bayesian-MRF classification on the FLAIR images. Having the probable lesion areas identified from the Bayesian-MRF classification, we refine the segmentation using random forest on the multimodal data with spatial and context-rich features. Random forest classification has been successfully used by Geremia et al. (2011) for multiple sclerosis (MS) lesion segmentation and by Zikic et al. (2012) for identifying regions of high-grade glioma.

The key areas of novelty in our method are:

- the multilevel splitting and merging of Gaussian intensity classes using Bayesian/MRF classification to extract probable lesion areas,
- probabilistic classification using random forest of the probable lesion areas, and

In this study, we developed our segmentation framework using MRI data acquired from 36 chronic stroke patients and compared the accuracy of the technique against lesion volumes manually defined by a stroke expert. As our technique is also based, in part on random forest classification as in (Geremia et al., 2011), we further assessed the performance of our method using the data available from the MS segmentation lesion challenge 2008 (www.ia.unc.edu/MSseg/).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Patients

MRI data from 36 patients was used to develop our automated lesion segmentation strategy. Thirty-four patients had radiological evidence of a
primary ischemic infarct consistent with their clinical history and presentation, while two other patients did not have evidence of a primary stroke, as determined by an expert neurologist, at 3 months after stroke. Most patients (n=30) contained additional WM lesions, whilst 7 subjects also exhibited evidence of a previous lesion. The patient demographics are summarized in Table B.1. The precise anatomical locations of the stroke for some patients are given within the supplementary material (Figure 8).

*Acquisition and manual segmentation*

MRI scans namely, T1W, T2W, FLAIR and DWI were acquired at 3 months post-stroke using a 3T MR (Magnetom Trio; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) scanner. The T1W images were acquired with MPRAGE sequence with the following parameters; TE=2.55ms, TR=1900ms, flip angle=9°, voxel resolution=1mm × 1mm × 1mm. The T2W FLAIR images were acquired with the following parameters; TE=388ms, TR=6000ms, T1=2100ms, flip angle=120° with voxel resolution=1mm × 0.5mm × 0.5mm. The ADC maps are generated from DWI images acquired using a spin echo diffusion-weighted echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence with b-value=1000 employing 25 diffusion encoding directions with isotropic voxel resolution of 2.5mm. Lesion volumes were manually segmented by an expert neurologist on multiplanar re-projections of the FLAIR scans with voxel resolution of 3mm×0.5mm×0.5mm using MINC (Medical Image NetCDF) Tools by the McConnell Brain Imaging Centre, Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University for display. The segmentation was fully manual for the primary stroke and secondary lesions, while WM lesions were segmented based on threshold.
Data pre-processing

The T1W images were rigidly registered to the (Montreal Neurological Institute) MNI atlas (1mm isotropic), and all other modalities were rigidly registered to the T1W in MNI space. All analyses were performed in the MNI space. The method of van Leemput et al. (1999) was used to obtain the segmented gray matter (GM), white matter (WM) and cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) masks. The GM and WM masks were obtained from the T1W scans, while the CSF mask was derived from the T2W MRI scans. The method also provided bias-corrected images when applied to T1W and FLAIR. Magnetic bias correction is particularly important for the Bayesian-MRF based multi-level segmentation to extract the probable lesion areas while bias-corrected intensities are not required for random forest training since context-aware features are of more importance; this will be discussed in more details in the subsequent sections. Skull stripping was performed by applying the GM, WM and, CSF segmented masks to remove the remaining part of the brain. The probabilistic GM and WM estimates for each patient are obtained by non-rigidly aligning (Modat et al., 2010) the GM/WM masks of other patients to the target patient (leave-one-out manner); and then averaging the aligned masks. This method ensures that the mean errors in the segmentation masks due to atrophies are minimized.

2.2. Automated segmentation

Our proposed approach comprises the following steps:

- Hierarchical segmentation of the probable lesion class from the FLAIR MRI
random forest training and probabilistic classification on context-aware features of multimodal MRI; GM, WM, and lesion likelihood maps. Figure B.2 shows the schematic diagram of our method.

2.2.1. Hierarchical segmentation of probable lesions from FLAIR

The Bayesian-MRF segmentation involves a two-level classification. The initial classification made an assumption of 5 Gaussian classes as background, GM, WM, CSF and an extra lesion class from the FLAIR intensities. A second level Bayesian-MRF segmentation of the FLAIR intensities of the extra-lesion class into 8-classes further reduced the intra-class variabilities. The 3-classes with highest means were then combined to form one probable binary lesion class that approximated the stroke and WM lesions more appropriately.

Bayesian inference and Markov Random Field (MRF) segmentation. Given $\mathcal{F} = \{f_s\}_{s \in S}$ a set of image data where $f_s$ denotes the gray value at pixel $s$. A segmentation problem is to find the labeling $\hat{\omega}$, $\omega \in \Omega$, where $\Omega$ is the set of all possible discrete labellings which maximizes the posterior probability $P(\omega|\mathcal{F})$. The MRF on each of the pixel $s$ is defined by the clique potentials and by a neighborhood-system $\mathcal{G}$. Let $C$ denote a clique of $\mathcal{G}$, and $C$ the set of all cliques. The restriction of the label $\omega$ to the site of a given clique $C$ is denoted by $\omega_C$. The clique potentials are given by $E_C(\omega_C)$ for every $C$ in $C$ and every $\omega \in \Omega$. Following the definition of Bayes theorem (Bayes and Price, 1763) and assumption of Gaussian ($\mathcal{N}(\mu_\lambda; \sigma_\lambda)$) discrete class $\lambda$, the
global labeling which we are trying to find is given by:

$$\hat{\omega} = \min_{\omega \in \Omega} \left( \sum_{s \in S} \left( \log(\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_{\omega_s}}) + \frac{(f_s - \mu_{\omega_s})^2}{2\sigma_{\omega_s}^2} \right) + \sum_{c \in C} E_C(\omega_C) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The estimation of $\hat{\omega}$ was done through the energy minimization using the Iterated Conditional Modes (ICM) algorithm (Besag, 1986). The initial estimates of the ICM method were obtained from the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of the Bayes theorem considering uniform priors for all classes. The final probable binary lesion class after the two-level Bayesian-MRF segmentation was further approximated with EM algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977) into a lesion and non-lesion class and the likelihood of the lesion class was used for random forest training and classification. A detailed step-wise formulation of the Bayesian-MRF framework was shown in (Fischl et al., 2002).

2.2.2. Random forest training and probabilistic prediction

Our problem of lesion detection may be formalized as a binary classification of the probable lesion areas into non-lesion and lesion regions. A supervised method employing random decision forest was used to address our problem. Random decision forest use decision trees which are discriminative classifiers but are not known to suffer from over-fitting (Breiman et al., 1984). A random forest grows an ensemble of independent decision trees built on random subsets of the training data and further randomizing the feature set at each node (Yi et al., 2009). A standard classification forest was used in this work where the training data consisted of a feature set of labeled voxels $v_k \in V$ with associated label $Y(v_k)$. The forest was composed of $T$ trees with $t$ indexing each tree. During training, the full feature set $V$ was pushed
through each of the trees. Each node $p$ received a random partition of feature set $V_p$. An optimal test threshold was found by exhaustive search over the randomly sampled feature space and uniformly discretized threshold space to split the feature set $V_p$ into the left and right child nodes respectively. The test threshold was optimized by maximizing the information gain. Trees were grown to a maximum depth $D$ which can be full-grown trees or until the information gain is below a minimal value. At the end of the training process, each leaf node $l_t$ contained a class predictor as $P_{l_t}(Y(v) = c) = \frac{|V_{l_t}^c|}{|V_{l_t}|}$, which was the fraction of points of each class $c \in C$ in the $V_{l_t}$.

For a new test volume each voxel of feature $v_k$ was propagated through all trees $T$ by successive application of the learned split functions. After reaching a leaf node $l_t$ in all trees $t \in [1 \ldots T]$, the posteriors $P_{l_t}(Y(v) = c)$ of belonging to a class $c \in C$ were gathered in order to compute the final posterior probability $P(Y(v) = c) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} P_{l_t}(Y(v) = c)$, which was the mean over all the trees in the forest. This probability may be thresholded in a number of ways to achieve a binary segmentation. In this work, we preferred to keep a probabilistic classification and therefore a posterior probability map $P_{c}$ was generated by applying the same prediction procedure to all the voxels.

**Features in random forest.** In our work, local features, spatial features and context-rich features were derived from the input MRI channels (T1W, T2W, FLAIR, ADC map), probabilistic estimates of the GM ($P_{GM}$) and WM ($P_{WM}$) and the likelihood of the probable lesion class ($P_{les}$) (obtained from the EM estimate of the probable binary lesion class). Therefore, an input
channel comprises of

\[ I_j = (I_{FLAIR}, I_{T1}, I_{T2}, I_{ADC}, P_{GM}, P_{WM}, P_{les}) \]

The intensities across each channel were normalized. Let us consider \( x \in \mathcal{X} \) as a spatial point, to be assigned a class (lesion/background). \( N^D_j(x) \) denotes an \( x \)-centered and axis-aligned 3D cuboid with edge lengths \( D = (D_u, D_v, D_w) \), \( u \in \mathbb{R}^3 \) as an offset vector and \( d = (u, v, w) \) as the spatial location of \( x \). The local and spatial features were defined as

\[ f(x, I_j) = I_j, \quad \forall j \]  
\[ f(x)_d = d. \]

The three other context-rich features were constructed similar to Zikic et al. (2012) and are described in Appendix A.

2.3. Quantitative evaluation metrics

Our proposed method and its variations to segment ischemic infarcts were evaluated using the standard voxel-based and surface-based evaluation metrics and are detailed in Appendix B. The evaluation criteria for the MS Lesion Segmentation Challenge (2008) however, were based on the number of lesions as described in Styner et al. (2008).

2.4. Statistical analysis

We have compared the proposed method that uses random forest probabilities (acronym: RF) with two variations which are intuitive considering the same post-processing steps were applied for each variant. The method variants are as follows:
The Bayesian-MRF two-level segmentation (acronym: MAP-MRF)

the likelihood posterior probabilities from EM, thresholded above $\nu$ (acronym: LIK). This would justify the use of random forest over Bayesian-MRF segmentation.

In order to compare the performance of the proposed method with other proposed variations, we need to measure the statistical significance of the null hypothesis; i.e., that the means of the quantitative evaluations for the compared methods are not different. Therefore, we also need to verify the normality and homogeneity (homoscedasticity) of the variances of the data (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995). The composite normality of the data is tested using the Lilliefors’s test (Lilliefors, 1967). If the null hypothesis is rejected then common data transformations are applied. Subsequently Bartlett’s test (Bartlett, 1937) was used to test the null hypothesis that the distributions have equal variances. If the distributions are homoscedastic, then a two-tailed Student’s $t$-test (Gosset, 1908) is performed to test the equality of the mean ranks of the pair-wise compared methods. Otherwise, if the distributions show heteroscedasticity, then a two-tailed Welch’s $t$-test (Welch, 1947) is performed to test the same null hypothesis.

3. Experiments and results

3.1. Parameters and implementation

During the random forest training process, randomly-sampled training samples were used to train the forest to avoid over-fitting (Criminisi et al., 2011). The edge length $D$ for extracting context-rich features was fixed at
3mm and the offset $\nu$ was chosen as 8mm empirically. The random forest was trained with 100 trees to a maximum depth of 25 restricting the number of samples per leaf node to be 2 samples and information gain of $10^{-6}$. The validation for random forest was done using a 4-fold validation method. All our implementations were done in C++/OpenCV and ITK platform on a 6-core CPU of 3.2GHz with 23.5GB of memory. The Bayesian-MRF classification required 6min–7min on an average for each patient, the random forest training on a single-core CPU (non-parallel implementation) required an average of 3 hours to train in each fold of the validation method, while each testing required 7min–10min (including feature extraction time). The threshold $\nu$ for binary classification was experimentally found to be 0.2. The post-processing steps had been consistent across all the compared methods and involved removal of false positive lesions below $\epsilon=10$ voxels and a morphological closing operation with a circular mask of radius 2 to include hypointense areas within chronic strokes.

3.2. Results on patient cohort

The proposed method has been evaluated on 36 patient datasets. Figure B.3 shows the likelihood and random forest probabilistic segmentations. We observe that the probabilities from the likelihood (Figure 3(b)) show noisy probabilistic regions, while random forest probabilities exhibit high confidence in stroke or secondary lesion areas (Figure 3(c)). This justifies that context-aware features of random forest help to improve the probabilities.

Table B.2 shows the quantitative results for the 36 patients using the standard evaluation metrics. The maximum DSC value achieved in our method is 0.82. The lesion volume correlation (Pearson’s correlation) of the segmented
lesion by the proposed method when compared against the ground truth is $r = 0.76$ ($p < 0.0001$) with a relative volume difference of $32.32\% \pm 21.64\%$ and a low mean SMAD of 3mm.

An example showing the effects of processing a patient case (patient 7) with the steps described in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 respectively, is given in Figure B.4. It is observed that the two-level Bayesian and MRF segmentation clearly segmented the hyperintense lesions as shown in Figures 4(b) and 4(c). Splitting the lesion output of the initial 5-class estimation further into 8-Gaussian classes clearly aided to model the heterogeneities in the lesion class itself. Although, to reduce areas of false positives in GM regions, not more than 3 classes with high means could be considered to approximate the probable lesion class (Figure 4(d)). The likelihood of the probable lesion class from the EM estimation showed high probabilities in lesion areas and lower probabilities in non-lesion areas. However, the likelihood estimation being noisy (Figure 4(e)), the probabilistic information was further used in the random forest training to provide probabilities of lesion areas with high confidence. The qualitative evaluation of the segmented lesion region (Figure 4(f)) showed a good agreement with the expert ground truth (Figure 4(g)).

Table B.3 shows the statistical significance ($p$-values with 95% confidence) of the measured mean DSC, PPV, TPR, SMAD and VD values of the other methods when compared with the proposed method. Analyzing the $p$-values of Table B.3, we observed that the means of most of the evaluation metrics of the proposed method RF and other methods (MAP-MRF and LIK) were significantly different ($p < 0.05$). Therefore, from the analysis we may likely infer that our proposed method of random forest significantly improved the
lesion approximations over two-level Bayesian-MRF and lesion likelihood.

In Figure B.5, the results of the proposed method and other compared methods can be seen for patient 20. It is observed from Figure 5(d) and Figure 5(e) that both the methods MAP-MRF and LIK either under-estimated or over-estimated the lesion areas compared to the ground truth (Figure 5(g)). The proposed method RF (Figure 5(f)) showed good approximations of the lesion area. It is also observed in Figure 5(b) that the WM lesion in the right hemisphere below the periventricular region, showed lower probabilities, but the same area has higher confidence in the RF probability map (Figure 5(b)), therefore random forest better estimated the actual lesion area.

Figure B.6 shows some qualitative results of lesion segmentation using our proposed method for a critical analysis of the quantitatively evaluated measures in Table B.2. Patient 25 shows inferior evaluation measures with respect to the quantitative evaluation metrics DSC, PPV, TPR and SMAD, while a low VD as observed in Table B.2. Consistent with this, in, row 1, column 3 of Figure B.6 we observe false positives when compared to the ground truth in row 1 column 4. This is likely due to the intensity heterogeneities as observed in the FLAIR and T1W images of the first 2 columns. It is worth noting, that even if the DSC, TPR and PPV show average performance values, the VD may be quite low since the false positive voxels may add up with the true positive voxels to reduce the difference between the segmented and manual ground truth volumes. Results of patients 23 and 16 in rows 2 and 3 respectively show that segmented lesion areas were under-estimated by the automatic method compared to the ground truth. This was because the lesions contained large necrotic hypointense regions in FLAIR which could
not be approximated even after morphological post-processing. This fact was also evident in the quantitative evaluation scores of PPV and TPR for the respective patients (Table B.2), where a high PPV and a low TPR indicated that the lesions were not completely approximated but less false positives were observed. For patient case 2 in row 4, an over-estimation of ground truth was observed (column 4) which resulted in a low TPR value even if the DSC and PPV values were acceptable. This kind of over-estimation was sometimes observed since the ground truth accurately marked by an expert on low-resolution images was upsampled to isotropic voxels.

3.3. Results on MS lesion segmentation challenge (2008) data

To evaluate the performance of our method in detecting MS lesions which appear as hyperintensities on T2W and FLAIR images and around the periventricular areas, we used the publicly available dataset of the MS lesion segmentation challenge 2008. The detailed results and comparison with some of the best performing algorithms in the challenge are given in the supplementary file in Tables 1 to 5 respectively.

4. Discussions

In this paper, we have proposed an automated segmentation method to identify ischemic, WM and other secondary lesions in chronic stroke from multimodal brain images using random forest after initial screening of probable lesion areas from the FLAIR images. The proposed method aimed to segment lesion areas from the FLAIR images obtained at 3-months post-stroke using a Bayesian and MRF classification. The assumption of 5 Gaussian classes and modeling FLAIR lesion intensities as an extra class has been
applied previously by Jacobs et al. (2001a); Seghier et al. (2008), providing support for our choice of the number of Gaussian classes in the initial stages of our approach. There are however, some key differences between our method and some existing methods detecting stroke and WMH. Bayesian-based tissue segmentation methods generally rely on tissue priors and likelihoods to estimate the posterior distribution. In comparison, in our case, we could only estimate the likelihoods of tissue classes using the EM method, but spatial priors especially for stroke lesions could not be derived. The method of Wang et al. (2012) attempted to separate WMH and cortical infarcts (CI) using multilevel EM approach. However, their method applied morphological operations at each stage of their processing pipeline and made an assumption that strokes appear only along the cortical regions and extend to WM regions. These assumptions reduced the suitability of their method to be applied to our stroke cohort since we have repeated evidence in our dataset that strokes also appear in the WM regions and along the periventricular area with similar appearances as WM hyperintensities. MS lesions are usually present bilaterally, though not exactly symmetrically with periventricular WM being often extensively affected Love (2006). Therefore, probably with the assumption of such bilateral evidences, random forest used by Geremia et al. (2011) to segment MS lesions used symmetric constraints for feature extraction during the training phase. Also a sub-sampling of the images was done by (Geremia et al., 2011) along the axial direction. Both these assumptions made by (Geremia et al., 2011) were inappropriate in our case, since stroke lesions are not associated with any specific location in the brain and sub-sampling the images would result in missing stroke lesions in
the cerebellum regions for our patient cohort.

The primary difference between our method and other methods that use random-forest for tumor or MS lesion segmentation was the use of the multilevel Bayesian-MRF to estimate the initial lesion class prior to the random forest. Most methods Geremia et al. (2011); Zikic et al. (2012) used only random forest as the segmentation algorithm i.e., during the training phase, data were sampled only from the lesion regions available from the ground truth, with some offset around the regions to maintain a balance between the positive and negative classes; and during testing, either the whole brain or randomly sampled regions were passed into the forest. On the contrary, the use of MRF before random forest classification allowed informative sampling of the lesion class both during training and testing phases. All voxels with FLAIR hyperintensities similar to the ischemic lesions were localized with MRF. We observed that no suspicious lesions were exempted using the Bayesian-MRF framework (as seen in Figure 5(d)) and the number of samples sent for subsequent classification with the trained random forest was significantly reduced. Initial Gaussian modeling and sampling from probable lesion voxels also reduced the chance of mis-classifications in the testing phase. The effect of having a Bayesian-MRF stage prior to random forest training was evident in the results of the experiments performed on MS lesion segmentation challenge (2008) data (in supplementary material). We observed that a higher number of actual lesions were identified by our method when compared to (Geremia et al., 2011) shown in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively with comparable false positive lesions; although not exceeding the overall segmentation accuracy of the latter.
In our experiments with the stroke cohort, it was clear that the multilevel Bayesian-MRF based segmentation was not enough and therefore, random forest was used to refine the segmentation to reduce the false positives as shown in Figure 5(d) and Figure 5(f). Although the choice of the number of classes in the second stage of Bayesian-MRF segmentation was based on the experimental data, a robust method can be adopted by spectral clustering of the FLAIR intensity histograms of the lesion class obtained from the first level of segmentation. The quantitative evaluation of our proposed method of performing segmentation showed that the results were similar to those of (Seghier et al., 2008) (mean DSC of 0.64±0.1 with maximum of 0.81 for 10 cases) to segment any type of brain lesion. We do however acknowledge that comparison of quantitative results is only meaningful when the same datasets are used to evaluate different methods or a method is publicly available to test on different data.

We have seen that a probabilistic segmentation is more meaningful when characterizing lesions of heterogeneous intensities as shown by Anbeek et al. (2004b). Nevertheless, a quantitative measure of lesion volumes is necessary to evaluate the presence of lesions in clinical analysis and therefore a trade-off between a threshold value and good lesion approximation is required. We have also seen that lesion-likelihood maps used as a channel in random forest provided better lesion approximation of lesion volumes rather than lesion likelihood maps being thresholded or only Bayesian-MRF segmentation.

Previous studies have shown that brain atrophy is more closely aligned with cognitive status and disability than the volume of typical ischemic lesions alone (O’Sullivan et al., 2004; Peters et al., 2006). Thus the measure of
tissue loss should also be considered when assessing important structure-function relationships after stroke. This is a limitation of our proposed method where the tissue loss specifically due to stroke (hypointense tissue contrast in FLAIR) could not be quantified. We have observed that large necrotic regions, including areas of tissue loss within the stroke territory, could not be separately segmented using our proposed method since the initial screening of lesion areas relies on FLAIR hyperintensities. A similar problem was observed for lacunar strokes. We are continuing our research to address this limitation and may be tackled in one of the following manners: either the DWI at the acute stage can be used to isolate the ischemic lesion areas, and for the remaining lesions the FLAIR hyperintensities may be used; or separate ground truth for the necrotic and peri-necrotic stroke lesion areas could be employed to train the random forest for a multi-class stroke lesion segmentation as performed by Zikic et al. (2012) for high-grade glioma. It was suggested by Alexander et al. (2010) that clear boundaries between the necrotic, peri-necrotic and hyperintense ischemic lesion areas are difficult to identify. Although the quantification of tissue loss due to ischemic stroke is necessary for correlative studies focused on investigating post-stroke behavioral-functional associations, it may not be as critical to separate the cause of the tissue loss in the chronic phase of recovery. The assessment of tissue loss utilizing measures of CSF difference between the ipsilesional and contralesional hemispheres is part of future studies.

Age related WMH that appear around the periventricular regions exhibit similar hyperintensities as ischemic lesions on T2/FLAIR, and therefore are indistinguishable from stroke using our method. As discussed before in Sec-
tion 1, the separation between chronic-stage ischemic stroke and age-related WMH is only clinically possible in presence of acute-stage DWI that clearly characterize the stroke lesions. Also, estimation of the ischemic lesion, secondary lesions remote changes and white matter changes are likely important to appreciate the full impact of the brain injury on functional outcome and recovery after the primary stroke Carey et al. (2013b). If however, distinguishing between various lesion types is required in the absence of DWI, improved multimodal texture features using Gabor filters and local binary patterns may be employed and investigation of such methods is within the scope of our future studies. Finally, our method was developed based on a small patient cohort and therefore needs to be validated on prospective stroke data.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented an automated method to segment ischemic, WM and other secondary lesions, that involves strategic combination of state-of-the-art methods including Bayesian and MRF segmentation; and random forest classification. We have shown how the different stages of the method aid in segmenting the lesion areas out of the heterogeneous intensities of the multichannel MRI. Incremental improvements have been observed through the subsequent stages and qualitative results have justified our strategy. The proposed method when compared to some of the most intuitive variations, demonstrated high metrics of similarity, positive prediction and true positive values relative to the ground truth. Overall these metrics were shown to be significantly different for our method than the remaining methods. The
incorporation of context-rich features of multichannel MRI in random forest over intensity-based Bayesian and MRF classification on single modality FLAIR image has been qualitatively and statistically justified. Given the complexity of stroke pathology and considerable overlap with existing WM disease, we believe the described method show promise for robust, automated segmentation of lesion volumes.

Future work could include incorporation of more discriminative features in random forest and developing a multi-class classifier to segment the ischemic, WM and other secondary lesions as separate classes that would also be meaningful for the clinical evaluation of post-stroke recovery.
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Appendix A. Context-rich features in random forest

The context-rich features were defined as in (Zikic et al., 2012). These were derivative-like features across different channels, offsets and neighbor-
hoods. The first feature was the intensity difference between $x$ in channel $I_{j1}$ and an offset at point $x + \nu$ in a channel $I_{j2}$, where $I_{j1} = I_{j2}$ was allowed.

$$f(x, I)_{j1,j2,\nu} = I_{j1}(x) - I_{j2}(x + \nu).$$  
(A.1)

The second feature measured the difference between the intensity means of a cuboid around $x$ in $I_{j1}$ and that around an offset point $x + \nu$ in $I_{j2}$ was given by

$$f(x, I)_{j1,j2,\mathcal{D}_1,\mathcal{D}_2,\nu} = \mu(N_{j1}^{\mathcal{D}_1}(x)) - \mu(N_{j2}^{\mathcal{D}_2}(x + \nu)), \quad I_{j1} \neq I_{j2}. \quad (A.2)$$

Finally, the third context-rich feature assumed that lesions usually appear as partial volumes of GM and WM areas with bordering CSF regions, except for pure WM lesions, therefore the feature measured the difference of intensity along a 3D line for each channel, and was given as

$$f(x, I)_{j,\nu} = \max_{\lambda}(I_j(x + \lambda\nu)) - \min_{\lambda}(I_j(x + \lambda\nu)), \quad \lambda \in [0, 1]. \quad (A.3)$$

### Appendix B. Quantitative evaluation metrics

The Dice similarity index (DSC) that measures the volumetric overlap between the ground truth and the segmented lesion with the automated methods is given by

$$\text{DSC} = \frac{2 \times TP}{FP + 2 \times TP + FN} \quad (B.1)$$

where, $TP =$true positive, $TN =$true negative, $FP =$false positive and $FN =$false negative. The positive predictive value or the precision rate (PPV) denotes the proportion of true positives i.e. a high PPV would indicate that a patient identified with a lesion does actually have the lesion and
is given by

$$PPV = \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \quad (B.2)$$

The true positive rate (TPR), also called as the recall rate or sensitivity, measures the proportion of actual positives which are correctly identified as such and is measured by

$$TPR = \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \quad (B.3)$$

A high PPV and a high TPR would mean that the detected lesions are actually lesions with less FP and most of the actual lesion is detected. While a high PPV and moderate TPR would mean that the detected lesions are actually lesions with less FP, although not all lesion areas are properly detected.

The false positive rate (FPR), also called as the precision or 1-sensitivity, measures the proportion of false positives which are incorrectly identified as lesions and is measured by

$$FPR = \frac{FP}{FP + TN} \quad (B.4)$$

A high TPR and low FPR is an ideal situation when lesions are detected correctly.

The symmetric mean absolute surface distance (SMAD) attempts to estimate the error between the surfaces of the ground truth lesion and the segmented lesion and is given by the mean of the surface distances from two surfaces in both directions. SMAD can be interpreted as

$$SMAD = \frac{1}{n_s + n_g} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n_s} |d_{i}^{sg}| + \sum_{j=1}^{n_g} |d_{j}^{gs}| \right) \quad (B.5)$$
where \( d_{i}^{sg} \) and \( d_{j}^{gs} \) are the Euclidean distances between surface voxels of \( S \) (segmented) and \( G \) (ground truth) and vice-versa and \( n_{s} \) and \( n_{g} \) are the number of surface voxels for each surface. A low SMAD would mean that the surface of the approximated lesion is in good agreement with the ground truth surface. Each of these metrics quantifies the ability of each method to represent the ground truth, and forms the basis for comparison between methods.

The relative volume difference is measured as

\[
VD = \frac{(v_{s} - v_{g})}{v_{g}}
\]

where, \( v_{s} \) and \( v_{g} \) are the segmented and ground truth lesion volumes. A low VD signifies that the segmented lesion volume is more in agreement with the ground truth lesion volume. Each of these metrics quantifies the ability of each method to represent the ground truth, and forms the basis for comparison between methods.
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Table B.1: Demographic data for stroke patients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong></td>
<td>Mean ± Std. Dev.: 64.57±14.23 yrs; Range: 46-87 yrs &amp; 1 patient: 27 yrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td>24 males &amp; 12 females</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary stroke</strong></td>
<td>34 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WM lesions</strong></td>
<td>30 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Secondary lesions</strong></td>
<td>10 cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lesion volume</strong></td>
<td>Mean ± Std. Dev.: 19.85±15.88 mL; Range: 0.7 mL-69.33 mL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.2: Quantitative results for lesion detection using the proposed method RF. DSC (Dice similarity coefficient), PPV (positive predictive value), and TPR (true positive rate) are in fractions within the range 0 to 1, the SMAD (symmetric mean absolute surface distance) is in mm, and VD in %. $\mu$ is the average and $\sigma$ is the standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient#</th>
<th>DSC</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>TPR</th>
<th>SMAD</th>
<th>VD(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>39.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>51.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>10.45</td>
<td>34.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>16.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>12.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>32.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>27.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>36.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>47.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>22.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>69.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>4.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>30.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>13.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>74.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>63.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>64.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>35.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>22.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>10.95</td>
<td>36.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>3.41</td>
<td>6.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>52.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>37.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>3.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>9.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>49.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>65.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>54.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>5.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>13.77</td>
<td>29.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>13.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>42.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>15.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>29.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>32.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma$</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>21.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B.3: Statistical analysis of the quantitative results for lesion detection of the proposed method RF and the compared methods MAP-MRF and LIK respectively. The mean ± standard deviation values of the evaluation metrics for the compared methods are shown. The DSC, PPV and TPR values range from 0 to 1, while the SMAD value is in mm and VD in %. The $p$-value shows the statistical significance of the equality of the means (with 95% confidence interval) of the methods when compared to the proposed method and t-type denotes the statistical test type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>MAP-MRF</th>
<th>LIK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DSC</strong></td>
<td>0.39±0.22</td>
<td>0.42±0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-value</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-type</td>
<td>Welch</td>
<td>Welch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PPV</strong></td>
<td>0.39±0.29</td>
<td>0.62±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-value</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-type</td>
<td>Welch</td>
<td>Welch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TPR</strong></td>
<td>0.55±0.13</td>
<td>0.38±0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-value</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-type</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SMAD</strong></td>
<td>7.71±6.18</td>
<td>6.09±5.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-value</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-type</td>
<td>Welch</td>
<td>Welch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VD</strong></td>
<td>446.7±971.4</td>
<td>155.7±389.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$p$-value</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
<td>0.0663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-type</td>
<td>Welch</td>
<td>Welch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure B.1: Stroke lesions at the chronic stage with associated white matter hyperintensities on FLAIR showing similar tissue contrasts. (a) Heterogenous intensities within the chronic stage stroke lesion due to gliosis. The light red mask denotes the entire stroke area as marked by an expert, while the arrows show possible necrosis or atrophy with CSF involvement; (b) anomalous FLAIR hyperintensities. The circular region in the image depicts a stroke region while the square area contains other white matter hyperintensities; (c) the square area delineates a stroke, while the oval areas are WM lesions. The stroke in the red square has a tendency to fuse with the WM lesion in the green oval region. The yellow oval region indicates large WM lesion load around the periventricular region; (d) large secondary/pre-existing stroke lesion in the frontal lobe which is not a primary stroke but has similar intensities.
Figure B.2: A schematic diagram of the proposed method for lesion segmentation.
Figure B.3: Likelihood and random forest probabilities of probable lesion areas. (a) Original FLAIR image; (b) The likelihood obtained from the 8-class EM of the probable lesion area shows heterogeneity in the probabilities; (c) probabilities obtained from random forest are smoother.
Figure B.4: Stages of processing applied on a patient case showing sagittal view of the brain. (a) Original FLAIR image showing hyperintense lesion; (b) a 5-component Bayesian and MRF segmentation in the FLAIR, showing the class in ‘red’ as the possible lesion class but also contains many GM areas; (c) a 8-component Bayesian and MRF segmentation on the possible lesion class of (b). This image shows that the lesion area is well-approximated by the 3 classes with high means, i.e., ‘red’, ‘orange’ and ‘yellow’ classes. Although some ‘green’ areas are also encompassed in the lesion but we avoid those areas to reduce false positives; (d) this shows the binary class of the combined 3 classes from (c) that is used to train the random forest and is the probable lesion area; (e) this is the likelihood of the probable lesion that maximizes the probabilities in the lesion area when split into lesion and non-lesion classes by EM; (f) this image shows the random forest probabilities overlaid; and (g) is the ground truth segmentation of the lesion made by the expert.
Figure B.5: Results of the proposed and compared methods overlaid on the FLAIR image for patient 20. (a) Original FLAIR image showing hyperintense lesion; (b) probable lesion likelihood obtained from EM estimation overlaid; (c) probabilities from random forest overlaid; (d) segmented lesion from the 3-class components of the second level MRF, i.e., the method MAP-MRF; (e) segmented lesion from the method LIK; (f) segmented lesion from method RF; and (g) is the ground truth segmentation of the lesion made by the expert.
Figure B.6: Quantitative lesion segmentation evaluation. The rows belong to patients 25, 23, 16 and 2 from top to bottom respectively. Columns 1 and 2 are the FLAIR and T1W images, column 3 shows the results of the lesion segmentation overlaid on the FLAIR and column 4 shows the ground truth segmentations overlaid on the FLAIR images.
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- Automated segmentation of chronic ischemic infarct and secondary lesions impacting post-stroke depression.
- Hierarchical segmentation of the probable lesion class from FLAIR MRI in Bayesian-MRF framework.
- Random-forest training and probabilistic classification on probable lesion class.
- Context-rich features for random-forest include multimodal MRI, GM, WM, and lesion likelihoods from Expectation-Maximization.
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